Medicinal Chemistry Strategic Guidance
and Consulting Services
Accelerating Research Programs Through Drug Discovery Stages
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SRI’s Medicinal Chemistry Strategic Guidance and
Consulting Services offer flexible, cost-effective
solutions wherever a client’s program is on the
drug discovery pathway. Individual study services
and turn-key programs are are customized to meet
program goals.
Our services can respond to the growing need
for an expedient process to move research
& discovery projects efficiently to the next stage.
We engage with clients to understand their
project needs, then match them with a medicinal
chemistry consultant from our team of experts.

These experts provide overall program review
and guidance and will author medicinal chemistry
discussions for funding proposals.
We have the expertise to offer guidance for
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Assessing drug-like properties
Creating a candidate product profile
Developing optimization strategies
Designing new analogs
Improving compound properties
Troubleshooting specific optimization issues
Assessing progress
Expanding intellectual property

With more than 50 years of experience in small
molecule drug discovery spanning multiple
therapeutic areas and indications, our medicinal
chemistry consultants work with
•
•
•
•

Start-ups
Biotechs
Nonprofit and academic institutions
Companies looking for external
review and ideation

Our highly proficient chemistry consulting team
addresses projects across multiple therapeutic
areas, including
•
•
•
•
•

Cancer
Infectious diseases
Inflammation
CNS diseases
Metabolic diseases

Additional Services
Client investigators can also request
validated testing, custom assay
development, and custom synthesis by
contacting SRI Biosciences' Medicinal
Chemistry Consulting Team.

Idea to IND and Beyond™
SRI Biosciences is a well-established, trusted
source for a wide array of contract services under
the highest industry standards. With deep scientific
resources and expertise, SRI has a rich history and
quality reputation for discovering and developing
novel “first in class” drugs; from the original idea
or concept through the FDA Investigational New
Drug (IND) application and into clinical trials.
Let’s discuss how SRI Biosciences can help
you achieve your research goals.
SRI Biosciences
Email: biosciences@sri.com
Phone: +1.650.859.3000
Toll-Free: +1.866.451.5998
www.sri.com/biosciences

